
Storing rainwater in  
a large tank provides  
a free source of water 
for your garden. 
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Rainwater is liquid money. After all, if it  
rains enough, you don’t have to water your garden. 
And if you have rainwater stored up, you can use  
it to water during a dry spell while keeping the  
city water turned off. Has your water rate gone  
up in recent years? In drought-stricken states with 
mandatory watering restrictions, water utilities 
may raise their rates because their earnings 
plummet when people reduce their water usage. 
In such cases you may find you’re paying more to 
use less water. Saving rainwater can make up the 
difference for your garden.

From a gardening perspective, plants prefer 
rainwater to treated tap water, which can cause 
harmful mineral buildup in the soil. And from 
a broader environmental viewpoint, holding 
rainwater on your property helps keep pollutants 
out of your water supply. How? Our yards are 
designed to shed water. When a house is built,  
the lot is graded so that water flows away from  
the foundation and out to the street. From a  
home-building perspective, this makes good 
sense. Water must be kept out of crawlspaces and 
basements to prevent mildew, mold, and damage to 
the foundation. When grading is done improperly, 
basements may flood or water may pool in the yard 
every time it rains, creating swampy conditions. 
The usual solution involves rerouting water away 
from the house via French drains, gutters, and 
downspouts, funneling runoff through buried  
pipes out to the street.

For dry-climate gardeners, that’s money down 
the drain. But even for those in rainier parts of 
the country, this isn’t a good thing because of how 
runoff impacts drinking-water supplies. Would 

hold that liquid gold

Wherever you live, whether your climate 

is arid or rainy or somewhere in-between, 

designing your garden to keep rainwater 

from leaving your property makes good  

sense environmentally and financially. 

Excerpted from The Water-Saving Garden by Pam Penick 
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you willingly drink water from the gutter? 
Consider where that puddle comes from. 
Rainwater washing into the gutter carries 
motor oil, antifreeze, cigarette butts, and 
other pollutants from the road. When water 
runs off the lawn, whether through irrigation 
or a rainstorm, it picks up fertilizers, 
pesticides, and animal waste. This toxic 
soup pours through storm drains and into 
local creeks. The creeks feed the rivers and 
lakes that serve as sources of drinking water 
for many of us—we drink from the gutter 
without even realizing it.

Our water utilities treat and filter 
this water so that we can drink it without 
getting sick. But it would be better to strip 
away many of these impurities before they 
even reach our water supplies. Plants can 
do this for us! Living filters, plants cleanse 
pollutants out of water as it soaks through 
the soil and moves through their roots. If 
you can trap rainwater on your property 
and either store it for future use or give it 

time to soak into the soil (away from your 
foundation), you can directly impact the 
purity of your water supply. On a larger 
scale, developers can design streets so  
that runoff from the road flows into curbside 
rain gardens for filtering rather than straight 
into storm drains—a growing practice that’s 
particularly important in highly paved  
urban areas.

The traditional landscaping goal of 
moving water swiftly away from the house 
and into storm drains is as outdated as a 
home garden that requires daily watering 
and a staff of gardeners. It’s not an 
environmentally smart choice, and it’s  
costly in terms of potential savings lost. 
Instead, a water-saving garden treats water 
as a bankable resource, storing it up for a 
dry (not rainy) day or slowing it down to 
give it time to filter into the soil. Let’s take 
a look at various ways of capturing, storing, 
and recycling water in the garden.

The Swans of Fifth Avenue
By Melanie Benjamin
Read by Cassandra Campbell 
and Paul Boehmer
 
Running Time: 13 Hours
 
Visit TryAudiobooks.com/gardening  
to listen to a sample!

Suggested 
Listen

Other Audiobook Suggestions

Visit TryAudiobooks.com to sample these and more. 
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